In this paper, we concentrate on a gate assignment problem (GAP) at the airlines terminal. Our problem is to assign an arrival plane to a suitable gate. There are two considerations needed to take. One of its is passenger walking distance from arrival gate to departure gate while another consideration is the transport baggage distance from one gate to another. Our objective is to minimize the total distance between the gates that related to assign the arrival plane to the suitable gates. An integer linear programming (ILP) model is proposed to solve this gate assignment problem. We also conduct a computational experiment using CPLEX 12.1 solver in AIMMS 3.10 software to analyze the performance of the model. Results of the computational experiments are presented. The efficiency of flights assignment is depends on the ratio of the weight for both total passenger traveling distances and total baggage transport distances.
INTRODUCTION
In daily airline's operation, Gate Assignment Problem (GAP) plays an important role for schedules an arriving flight to a certain gate. The research in [1] mentioned that there are some of the factors that has to be considered for schedule of the planes arrive and depart at the airline terminal such as passenger walking distances, baggage transfer, ramp congestion, aircraft size, aircraft rotation, and aircraft service requirement. Besides, the delay of the flights will be happened that linked to the weather conditions or the events of other airports.
Since an arriving plane remains at a gate, the due date of scheduled departure time can be viewed and the performance of airplane is measured accordingly. Meanwhile, these statements stated in [2] which are arriving passengers have to be deplaned, the plane has to be serviced, and departing passengers have to be boarded within the time.
In the airline terminal, the hub-and spoke system has occurred in a large amount of baggage and the flow of the passengers travelling between the flights. In the other word, the passengers required to walk from the arriving gate to the next departure gates for their journey and claim the baggage at the baggage claim area. Therefore, the baggage handlings process needed to be done before the departure time for the next flight which stated in the research [3] .
In this paper, we have to consider the hub-andspoke system that suitable to describe the flow of the GAP.
These models can be formulated as zero-one integer problem, which obtain optimal solution for GAP that assigns the flights to the suitable gates. There are two considerations: a) walking distance of the passengers between the gates (arrival to departure) and b) the distance of baggage transport from arrival gate to the next destinations (departure gates). As well, these considerations are the objective functions. Therefore, the calculated total distance is based on these two considerations. Usually, there are two classes of constraints are required in the modeling: i) every flight only been assigned to one gate and ii) no two airplanes will be assigned at the same time as the same gate.
Next, the objective function is the minimization of the total distance as well as to assign the aircraft to a suitable gate. In the research [4] , it mentioned that total distance divided into two parts which are the total walking distance of the passenger inside the terminal to reach their departure gate and the total distance of the baggage transport flow in the apron. On findings the optimal solution for this model, there did not take the parts of the delay of the flight. There have three cases needed to be tested with the ratio of the weighted of total walking distances to weighted of the total distances of baggage transport: a) ratio of 3:7, b) ratio of 5:5, and c) ratio of 7:3. Thus, the total distance of the two criterions was the important for the gate assignment.
LITERATURE REVIEWS
GAP plays an important role in schedule the flights to a certain gates. Without GAP, accident might occur when there are two airplanes assigned in the same gate since both aircrafts will land on the same runway. The problem has specific levels need to be handled for finding a suitable gate to assign. These levels are the capacity of the gates that provide accommodation for the flights and development of the daily plan before the actual day of operation. Furthermore, the irregular conditions such as failure of the mechanical, bad weather and the delays of the flight also the levels usually to be handled, which stated in [1] .
Hub-and-spoke system commonly use in the airline operation. Airlines choose flight schedules and route prices to maximize profit, considering competitors' decisions which stated in [5] . Besides, the system can be use in the transportation, management, financial problem and other applications in real life problem. In this study, hub-and-spoke operates in the schedule an arriving flight to a gate. There are considerations need to be observed for the distance of the passengers that need to depart the next gate and the baggage transport distance from the arrival gate to the departure gate. For those considerations, it undergoes the hub-and spoke system that reduce the both distances. In the research [3] , it mentioned that with these considerations, the optimal performance will be well perform so that the flight is undergoes the optimal of expectation without late due-date
The integer linear programming is the mathematical programming problems in which all variables are constrained to integer values which stated in [6] . The integer constraints are involved in many engineering, industrial and financial applications. The hub-and-spoke system in the gate assignment problem is modeled as ILP model with the binary decision with zero-one problem. In the study, the zero-one problem is suitable for the problem that assigns a flight to a gate. The reason is all the variables are restricted to have only the value of zero or one.
Zero-one problem is the problem that required to take the zero or one value for all the variables. Usually, the variables have an abstract interpretation which simply indicate some of the activity or some of the particular matching or assignment takes place whether occurs or not which stated in [7] . Many scheduling problems can be formulated using zero-one variables. For example, in examination timetabling, we define the variable x ij with a value of 1 if examination i is assigned to the period j.
Branch-and-bound can be considered the most common methods for solving ILP. It just the way for takes a hard problem and splits it into two or more easier sub-problems.
The sub-problems will split again since the sub-problems are too hard which mentioned in [5] .
MATHEMATICAL MODEL
Figure In this section, we provide a mathematical model for gate assignment which attempts to assign the flights to the gates to minimize the total distance which consists of two objectives: a) the total of passenger traveling distance and b) the total baggage transport distance.
The following notations are used in this GAP problem:
Indices:
i Index for arriving flights j Index for gates k Index for departure gates
Parameter:
Number of passengers that arriving on flight i and departing from gate k. j k dp , Unit distance (in yards) for passengers from gate k to gate j. Minimize
Objective (1) is the total distance which accommodates for both passenger and baggage traveling and transport distances. Constraint (2) ensure that every flight must be assigned to one gate only and constraint (3) requires that the gates only available to one flight to arrive. Constraint (4) is alternative of the flights either assigned to the gates.
EXPERIMENTAL DESIGN
We implement the ILP model on a personal computer with the simulation data for the GAP at San Francisco Airport specifically at C Concourse [1] . There are 19 gates as shown in Figure 1 . From the figure, there are 12 aircrafts already at the gates for their departures in the airport. At the same time, 7 aircrafts will be arriving to the airport and will be assigned to the 7 remaining gates (ie. Gate 3, Gate 4, Gate 10, Gate 11, Gate 14, Gate 15 and Gate 17). We labeled these flights as F1, F2, F3, F4, F5, F6 and F7. These flights needed to be assigned to gates based on the considerations of walking distance for passengers between the flights and baggage transport distance between gates. The number of the passenger who attach to the other departing gate for these flights is shown in Table 1 . As an example, there are 5 passengers from flight 1 (F1) must walk to the gate 1 from their next departure. Meanwhile, Table 2 presents the distance (in yards) between the arrival gates and the next departure gates. In another hand, the amount of transit bags, mail, and cargo from each of the arriving flights to departing gates is shown in Table 4 . Then, Table 6 shows the distance of the trailers on the ramp. 
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EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS AND ANALYSIS
We calculated the matrix multiplication by using Table 1  and Table 2 . Then, we obtained the result as Table 3 which is the total walking distances of the passenger.
Normally, the baggage is transport by the trailers from one gate to another gate on the ramp. We assume the capacity of 5 bags for each trailer. Therefore from the assumption and the data in Table 4 , we obtained the results of Table 5 . Furthermore, we obtained the result as Table 7 by using Table 5 and Table 6 . The table below calculates by using matrix multiplication. Therefore, Table 7 shows the total baggage transport distances. We now present our results of the ILP model. We implemented the zero-one integer problem and B&B that ran with AIMMS Software for CPLEX. There are three different pair of weight for the total distance of the passenger flow in the terminal (w 1 ) and of the distance for the baggage transport (w 2 ): {w 1 , w 2 } = {3,7}, {5,5} and {7,3}, Case 1: {w 1 , w 2 } = {3,7}
From Table 8 , we can view that F1 was assigned to the gate 11, F2 assigned to gate 17, F3 assigned to gate 14, F4 assigned to gate 15, F5 assigned to gate 3, F6 assigned to gate 10, and F7 assigned to gate 4. With these result, we can calculate the optimal solution with minimize total distance of 398,459 yards. Case 2: {w 1 , w 2 } = {5,5}
We can observe the result in Table 9 that F1 was assigned to the gate 10, F2 assigned to gate 11, F3 assigned to gate 15, F4 assigned to gate 17, F5 assigned to gate 14, F6 assigned to gate 3, and F7 assigned to gate 4. Then, we minimized the total distance with the optimal solution of 365,925 yards. Case 3: {w 1 , w 2 } = {7,3}
The last test of the ratio for the both weighted of 7:3, we obtained the result as Table 10 shows that F1 is assigning to the gate 10, F2 assigned to gate 11, F3 assigned to gate 15, F4 assigned to gate 17, F5 assigned to |85| gate 4, F6 assigned to gate 3, and F7 assigned to gate 14. We obtained the total distance of 325,808 yards which is the optimal solution for this case. Based on these three cases, we observed that the outcome of the flights that assigned to the gates is different. The different outcomes will produce the different optimal solution for each case that tested. Therefore, we make conclude that the results of the flights that assigned to gates is strongly linked to the ratio of the both weighted.
CONCLUSION
In this paper, we proposed an ILP model to assist airline's operation in gate assignment. We formulated the model as zero-one integer problem to obtain the optimization. We solved the problem using AIMMS Software for CPLEX. In the software, it can generate the branch-and-bound method that can efficiency to solve it.
From the results that we obtained from the three cases that been tested, we can view that there has the different between the gate assigned for the same flight within these three cases. Meanwhile, these conditions occurred with the reason of the ratio of the weighted between the total walking distance and the total distance of the baggage transport. Therefore, the ratio for the both weighted can affected for assigning the flight to the gate.
Although the results based on the ratio of the weighted for both criterion, but it can efficiency to assigning the flights. On the others hand, the time of the flight arrival and departure will affect the results for assigning the flights is more challenging in the future study..
